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Final Presentation Viking Age: A Time to Live and Eat 

Name: Jimmy Huang  

ID: 408110261 

Introduction 

(Please briefly talk about the background of the project, your motivation of designing this project, and the 

objectives of it).  

  Our group would like to introduce the Viking cultures to target users interested in the Viking age or 

culture. Moreover, our group chose to present the residence and food in the Viking culture.  

In the final project, our group has chosen to cooperate with Sharon’s presentation, which is about the 

Viking room. In her presentation, Sharon introduced the geography and climate of the places the Vikings 

once lived. Moreover, she further explained the characteristics of farmland, houses, and turf in the Viking 

village. Our group chose to present the farmland, where the Vikings grew their crops to make food, and the 

longhouse, where the Vikings held feasts and dined to celebrate their victory.  

As for the food, our group introduced the food and drink the Viking had: bread, porridge, mead, cider, 

and herring. In our final project, we planned to put the ingredients of the food and livestock on the farmland. 

The users could explore the farmland to search for any ingredients used for making Viking food. After that, 

the users will turn to the longhouse to see the exhibit of the Viking food and drink made from the ingredients 

presented in the previous scene.  

Therefore, our final project hoped to rebuild the village the Vikings had in their ages and introduce the 

food they had through the scenes of farmland and the longhouse. The users could navigate our final project 

to experience and see the Viking architecture and be familiar with the Viking food.   
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VR Game Design 

 

Student ID: 408110261 Name: Jimmy Huang Group ID: Group 5 

Topic 

Final Presentation Viking Age:  

A Time to Live and Eat 

Teammate(s) Ryan Chen           陳柏諺 

Darwin Au           歐文迪 

Tina Wu             巫富惠 

Tina Chang          張婷榕 

Theme 
The residence, food, and drink the 

Vikings had 

Background Middle Ages  

Target Users Everyone interested in Viking Age culture, especially agriculture and food 

Objectives 
1. Rebuild the Viking villages through 3D models 

2. Introduce the Viking food through the visualized objects and concise description  

Character(s) 1. Players 

Plot 

Plot A: 

1. The users enter the farmland.  

2. The users search for any ingredients or livestock that can be used for making food.  

3. The users enter the longhouse through links.  

4. After entering the longhouse, the users could watch the objects or images of bread, 

porridge, mead, cider, and herring with concise descriptions.  

Plot B: 

1. The users enter the farmland and then click the link to the longhouse.  

2. After entering the longhouse, the users could watch the objects or images of bread, 

porridge, mead, cider, and herring with concise descriptions.  

3. The users click the link to return to the farmland.  

4. The users search for any ingredients or livestock that can be used for making food.  

Game Play 

and mechanics 

The target users could navigate the two rooms our group created. To finish this task, our 

group used Spoke function in Mozilla Hubs to create two rooms, one for the farmland 

and the other for the longhouse. Moreover, our group collected the 3D objects from 

Sketchfab, images and pictures from Google picture, and descriptive words from our 

storymap assignment.  
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Storyboard 

Scene Image Sound 

Screen shot Description Narration/ 

Sound effect/ 

Background music 

Path A 

1-4 

 

The users will first enter 

the farmland to seek food. 

In this part, we hope that 

the users would seek 

herring first.  

No 

Path A 

2-4 

 

The users will first enter 

the farmland to seek food. 

In this part, we hope that 

the users would seek 

barley that could make 

mead, cider, porridge, and 

bread. 

No 

Path A 

3-4 

 

After seeking food, the 

users could take a look at 

what a Viking village 

looks like. The users then 

could enter the longhouse.  

No 

Path A 

4-4 

 

After entering the 

longhouse, the users could 

take a look at how the 

ingredients they see in the 

farmland becomes bread, 

porridge, mead, cider, and 

pickled herring.  

No 
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Path B 

1-3 

 

 

 

After entering the village, 

the users could first go to 

the longhouse.  

No 

Path B 

2-3 

 

After entering the 

longhouse, the users could 

find the food and drink, 

bread, porridge, herring, 

mead, and cider, the 

Vikings had.  

No 

Path B 

3-3 

 

The users leave the 

longhouse and find the 

ingredients that could turn 

into bread, porridge, 

herring, mead, and cider.  

No 
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QC Checklist 

Student ID: 408110261 Name: Jimmy Huang Group ID: Group 5 

No. Item Module  Result Deci

sion 

Pass Minor issue Major 

issue 

Pass

/Hol

d 

1 Target users will be first 

induced to find the questions 

about the Viking climate, crops, 

livestock, etc, with a short 

introduction.  

Wooden 

boards 

  Target uses need 

to see the board 

to start their 

learning. 

pass 

2 Target users will read questions 

about and answers to the Viking 

climate, crops, livestock, etc.  

Wooden 

boards  

 Target will read 

questions and 

answer to learn 

more about the 

Viking living 

and food.  

pass 

3 Target users will take a look at 

the exhibition of livestock and 

crops and go to the longhouse  

Horse, pig, 

goat wheat 

form 

 

 Target uses will 

be familiar with 

the livestock and 

crops and go to 

the longhouse.  

pass 

4 Target uses will enter the 

longhouse and visit the 

exhibition of the Viking food 

and drink: bread, porridge, 

mead, cider, and herring.  

Long table, 

chair, the 

pictures of 

bread and 

porridge, 

and 3D 

models of 

cider, mead, 

and herring.  

 

 Target users will 

take a look at 

how the Viking 

food and drink 

actually look 

like.  

pass 

5 Target users will read questions 

about and answers to the 

Viking food and drink, learning 

more about this topic.  

Questions 

and answers 

written on 

the wall 

 

 Target users will 

learn more 

details and 

knowledge 

about the Viking 

food and drink.  

pass 
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Programming Journal 

 

Date: 14 June 2022 Student ID: 408110261 Group ID: Group 5        

1. Project goal/ scope.  

We hope that the project allows those interested in Viking culture to have an opportunity to learn the 

Vikings’ living places, food, and drink they had in their ages. We rebuild the village and farmland the 

Vikings used to live to exhibit the view of their villages and introduce the crops that could make porridge, 

bread, herring, mead, and cider. Moreover, we also rebuild the longhouse where the Vikings held 

ceremonies for their victories to exhibit how the Viking food actually looks like.  

 

2. My task(s) 

One of my major tasks were to create one of the storyboards. Moreover, I helped lead the discussion, 

arrange schedule for the teammates, and give out suggestions and ideas for our final project, such as the 

construction of the longhouse or the materials for village view. Last, I helped Darwin, who helped create 

our final project with Mozilla hubs, give some objects which he could use to build the scenes our group 

wanted to exhibit.  

3. Progress.  

#. Task description Done 

1. Choose the topics of the final project 4/25 

2. Discussion for the two flowcharts and two storyboards for the two paths 

in the final project 

5/30 

3. Finish two flowcharts for the two paths in the final project 6/6 

4. Finish two storyboards for the two paths in the final project.  6/6 

5. Discussion for the handout  6/6 

6 Discussion for the objects we need in the two scenes in the final project 6/8 

7. Finish the handouts for the target users 6/10 

8. Finish the two scenes for the final project 6/13 

9. Give a presentation for our final project 6/13 

10. Finish the LOD Report Document 6/25 

 

4. Problem solving solutions 

# Problem encountered Solution(s) tried/ other possible solutions 

 Articulate your thoughts 

 Free up your mind and improve your concentration. 

 Records the history of your progress and development 
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1. Problem rose from distance learning: 

malfunctional devices/technical 

problems → inefficient discussion 

 Improved personal device 

 Underwent discussions more with Microsoft 

Teams 

2. Problem of co-editing:  

Story Maps and Jig Space (O) →failed   

Mozilla Hubs (X) 

 Took turns using Jig Space and Story Maps 

to finish the project 

 Assigned one of our teammates, which was 

Darwin, in charge of creating the two scenes  

3. Familiarity of the Tools We Use: 

Unfamiliar with the virtual-world-

creating platform such as Mozilla spoke 

 Spent time learning using it through the 

tutorials in Mozilla Hubs 

 Asked help from teammates and Professor 

Lynn Chou  

4. Technical Problems:  

The avatars created and uploaded by 

ourselves failed to appear on the scene 

in Mozilla Hubs.       

 Asked help from teammates and Professor 

Lynn 

 Tried different models to create our own 

Avatar 

 Checked the connection problems  

5. Too Much To Add:  

The limitation to the size of the project 

make us need to cut down on the amount 

of 3D objects we planned to use. 

 Picked the most important objects significant 

for us to rebuild the Viking village and the 

longhouse 

 Deleted those objects unfit to Mozilla Hubs 

due to the file compatibility problem and 

save enough capacity for our final project  

 

5. Lesson(s) learned.  

a. From trial and error 

(Detail) 

When dropping the objects we would like to put in the two scenes, we encountered the biggest 

problem, which was that the file format of 3D models was not compatible in Mozilla Hubs. We may 

not use these 3D models in Mozilla Hubs. As a result, we still spent more time looking for the 3D 

objects that could be used in Mozilla Hubs. Although we did drop those 3D objects, but we still 

failed. As a result, we could only use the 3D objects installed in sketchfab in Mozilla Hubs to rebuild 

our scenes.  

Moreover, we met another problem about the paths for the target users. We had planned to develop 

two paths for the target users. They could start either from the farmland to learn the ingredients of 

the Viking food and drink first or from the longhouse to take a look at how the Viking food and 

drink actually look like. We came up with our storyboards and flowcharts according to this idea. 

Moreover, from Professor Lynn Chou’s suggestion, we found the problem about how we should 

instruct the target users to choose one of the paths. After some discussions, we decided to type some 
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words descriptions to help the target users to choose the paths they would like to navigate first. By 

doing so, they could learn the Viking culture from two different perspectives.  

b. From team member(s) 

(Detail) 

Through discussions, I have tried my best to incorporate ideas of my teammates and mine. Before 

this course, I have taken many courses requiring students to work on projects as a team. In these 

courses, most of the time the teammates did not give out and articulate their ideas or thoughts. As a 

result, as the leader, all I needed to do was to articulate my thoughts and finish them. However, in 

this course, all of my teammates helped give out some ideas, suggestions, and advice to polish our 

final project. As a result, I could try my best to incorporate these ideas and make the final project 

more perfect. For example, when building the two scenes, we all gave some thoughts and 

suggestions about the objects we could use to refine the project. During this process, my teammates 

and I could try to incorporate every object from our ideas to rebuild an authentic Viking village. The 

result was satisfactory. As a result, from my teammates, I learned how to incorporate everyone’s 

idea into the fine project to refine and polish it.  

c. From other team(s) 

(Detail) 

When doing evaluation for other groups, I learned how to navigate the target users into the world 

we would like to introduce. Many groups use multiple scenes to introduce their topics. Some of 

groups use a good method to let users navigate every scene. For example, Group 6 would put their 

links to each room in a place easy for users to find. As a result, users will have no difficult visiting 

each room. I think that’s the place we could learn from other groups. In the future, if we need to use 

Mozilla Hubs to introduce one topic and create multiple scenes, we could use the method Group 6 

has used for users to navigate the scenes easily.  

6. Most impressive conversation/ event.  

To me, the most impressive event would the first time Professor Lynn Chou introduced Mozilla Hubs 

to us. When learning how to use Mozilla hubs, the most interesting thing is to build a space of your 

own. In Mozilla Hubs, you could articulate every idea and thought about the world in the space. It is a 

place where you could express your individuality and creativity. After creating a spoke, which is like 

blank space for users to develop their own chat room or chatting space, one can put every object he or 

she prefers. It could be a Viking village, a museum, an iced mountain wall covered with snow. In this 

place, you behave like a god, the only difference is that you can create your own world within seven 

second rather than seven days. When starting using Mozilla Hubs, I am fascinated dropping 3D objects, 

2D pictures or any elements that could help build up the world in my mind. As a result, I think learning 

to use Mozilla Hubs is the most impressive event in this course. In the past, I may not be able to create 

the world of my own. Now, I could do it myself thanks to Mozilla Hubs.  
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Your work including Storymap, Jigspace, and Mozilla hubs. Please screen capture your work and give 

brief description. 

In Storymaps project, our group introduced the Viking food and drink, such as porridge, herring, bread, 

ale, and cider, with word descriptions. In my part, I mainly introduced which drink the Viking used to have 

mostly, which is ale. Moreover, I also explained how to brew ale, what ingredients the Vikings needed to 

the brewery of ale, and who would help brew ale for the Viking villages. Last but not least, I further 

introduced the place where the Viking would celebrate their victories by holding feast, which is the 

longhouse, and the container the Vikings used to drink ale.  

Link: storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/1137271b3b2e49f68206dd998b5e0542.  
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In Mozilla Hubs project, I dropped a 3D model (a Viking room) from Sketchfab, uploaded a 2D GIF file of 

my own. Moreover, I changed the sizes of the 3D model and the 2D GIF file and published to hubs and 

post the URL to the TronClass.  
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Final presentation PPT  

Link: docs.google.com/presentation/d/1fvuH5TIBvJUZ3ZIORJ7io2Lbyyw8qYc_28CCvztoIdU/edit. 
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Reflection and future study 

 The course is very interesting to me. Before having the course, I have heard of Metauniverse and 

watched what Metauniverse may look like from Ready Player One. However, the term was still a vague 

concept to me. However, after the course, I have a better understanding about metauniverse. Moreover, the 

course also allowed us to create our own online chatting room. With the online chat room, we could 

eliminate the barriers of geographic distance to have discuss with anyone in the world. In addition, the 

Mozilla Hubs is a useful tool for me. In one of my courses, I had to show up my stage design. Before 

learning to use Mozilla Hubs, I may need to present my design with my poor drawing. However, with 

Mozilla Hubs, I could use 3D models to build up the design in my mind. As a result, in the future, Mozilla 

Hubs could be a useful tool for us to elaborate and visualized our thought more clearly. After all, images 

and visual aids are way more powerful than words. Last but not least, after learning the use of storymaps, 

we, as students, have another visual tools for us to do storytelling. This could be a useful tool to reach 

literature. With the visual aids, one could teach literature with multiple visual aids to present literary works. 

As a result, storymaps could also be another useful for me in the future.  

 If possible, I would like to explore more functions of the programs I have learned in the course to help 

me elaborate and visualized my thoughts and ideas. Moreover, I would also like to have other courses about 

computer programs in the department to acquire more skills and knowledge about computer programs.  
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